1956 Ford F800 BIG JOB Truck

Vehicle Features

Ext / Int Color
- Yellow with Gray Interior

Audio / Video
- Factory System

Condition: Used
Miles: 3,460
Engine: 8 CYL
Transmission: 5 Spd Manual
Drivetrain: Rear Wheel Drive
Exterior Color: Yellow
Interior Color: Gray
Stock #: F80S6H73604
VIN #: F80S6H73604

Vehicle Features

Ext / Int Color
- Yellow with Gray Interior

Audio / Video
- Factory System

* Fuel Economy Disclaimer: Actual rating will vary with options, driving conditions, habits and vehicle condition.

It is the customer’s sole responsibility to verify the existence and condition of any equipment listed. Neither the dealership nor eBizAutos is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer’s sole responsibility to verify the accuracy of the prices with the dealer, including the pricing for all added accessories.

Some of our used vehicles may be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Check for a vehicle’s unrepaired recalls by VIN at https://vinrcl.safercar.gov/vin/?vin=F80S6H73604
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